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Abstract. With the climate change, disasters occur more frequently and the need for efficient
disaster management systems becomes highly recommended to save lives. This paper deals
with a study of existing systems, with the intention of determining the main recent
improvement in the domain. The heterogeneous data integration process is a major central
point. Thus, a semantic system with three main components is proposed as a new position in
the disaster management systems. These three components are a knowledge base, a reasoner
and a semantic catalogue. The knowledge base provides a controlled vocabulary and allows
storing information retrieval. The semantic catalogue facilitates the access to data sources
adapted to user's and agent's needs. The reasoner analyzes the information in the knowledge
base thus replying to the user queries. In addition, the reasoner aims at adding automatically
new data sources in the semantic catalogue. The fast access to a great number of data
sources is of benefit for decision-making systems such as disaster management systems.
Keywords: Disaster management, Semantic catalogue, Semantic web.
JEL classification: Q54 Climate; Natural Disasters and Their Management; Global
Warming, C88 Other Computer Software.

1. Introduction
In literature, disaster management is described as a four-step cycle [1]: Mitigation,
Preparedness, Response, and Recovery. The Mitigation step aims at assessing the risk of
different disasters, according to their likelihood and their aftermaths. This assessment first
allows increasing the resilience of a risk area in order to mitigate disaster aftermaths and thus
decreasing the risk. Then, this assessment is used for the next step which is Preparedness. The
preparation of public and rescue organizations is required for reducing life damages related to
disasters. It needs to plan response activities and assign them organizations and responsible
persons. This step also consists in training population and rescue teams, along with planning
materials and equipment needs to response activities. A good preparation allows a more
efficient response. During the Response phase, the aim is to minimize casualties, loss of life
and property damages. Coordination and collaboration among agencies along with time are
main related issues. The last step is Recovery. It requires to recover what it has been lost in
order to come back to a normal situation. It must be used to learn from eventual errors or
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mistakes and rebuild with improvements. Disaster management systems' implementation and
improvement strongly rely on information technologies. Several such systems have been
developed. These systems are presented in the next part of related work.
Each step of disaster management requires a set of data which can be very diversified. The
risk assessment of the Mitigation step is often based on information about the previous
disasters. This type of information can be obtained by combining many types of data, such as,
for example, geographic data of disaster areas or the number of occurrence according to the
type of disaster. During Preparedness, one of tasks being the assessment of the humanitarian
resource number, it requires data about the location of warehouse and potential shelters, but
also about the humanitarian resource stock for each warehouse in order to increase them, if
there are not enough to respond to a disaster. For the Response phase, many data types are
required: geographic data about the location of rescue teams, casualties, or equipments, data
of sensor in order to follow the evolution of the disaster, data about the policy of response
according to the disaster, etc. In order to manage the Recovery step, other data are also used
such as satellite data to evaluate damages, or financial data (donations, government funds,
etc.). Consequently, our goal aims at integrating heterogeneous data in a semantic
Geographic Information System (GIS) in the context of disaster management in an efficient
way. The semantic has been used in several systems to permit a better flexibility and for
integrating heterogeneous data. However, this purpose is not yet complete. Hence, in our
opinion a good solution could be the integration of a semantic catalogue in the system. In
order to understand the context of disaster management, the next section introduces the
domain by presenting existing systems. Section 3 describes our approach using semantic
catalogues in a disaster management system. The last section concludes the paper.

2. Related work
The Response step being the most critical, the majority of the developed systems is created in
order to improve this step. Different types of systems exist with different aims. One of them
is Sahana [2], an open source software supporting the deployment of Humanitarian Response
management. It is composed of several systems (localization system, geographic information
system, etc.), libraries and API, several modules for each functionality (shelter registry,
organization registry, etc.), and some other optional modules (voluntary coordinate system,
data importation module, etc.). This software is managed by a database. Other systems are
not based on the database but on the semantic technologies such as UICDS [3]. This system
uses an ontology and a rule-based reasoning systems to automatically find the most adapted
organization in order to respond to a need or request. In Firegrid [4], Siadex [5] and IsyCri
[6], semantic technologies are used to plan automatically activities which are adapted to
situation needs. Workpad [7] is a system peer-to-peer, which aims at allowing the exchange
of data and information between the different actors of response. A European project
Cobacore [8] has the same goal as Workpad but focuses on the Recovery phase. The affected
communities can use the platform in order to save their needs (medical needs as bandage for
example, service needs, transportation needs, etc.). According to these needs and a set of
information about the situation, the platform suggests some information which could respond
to the user needs. This platform defines a plan of recovery, in order to support the decisionmaking of professional responding.
As a common feature, all disaster management systems require integration and retrieval
processes. However, the main issue is the heterogeneity of data sources. These systems
require an efficient way to integrate different types of data such as sensors. In [9], Soknos
integrates sensor web services. This system contains a database called web service repository
which contains the description of web services. It uses concepts which are in the user query
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to search in description of web services what are the adapted web services. A sensor ontology
is then, used to incorporate information as assertions. Our approach focuses on the
improvement of the information retrieval process to increase the diversity of integrated
services. Hence, we propose the use of a semantic catalogue to link ontology concepts to data
sources. The advantage of a semantic catalogue is to obtain the better and larger number of
information using principles such as vector expansions in queries [10].
3. Using the semantic catalogue for disaster management
The aim of disaster management system (Fig. 1.) is to provide information according to the
user queries. The reply process to a user query begins with the interpretation of this query.

Figure 1. Structure of disaster management system using a semantic catalogue

This query is analyzed in order to identify the concepts of the query which can be linked with
the controlled vocabulary in the knowledge base (Tbox). With the identified concepts and the
usage of the semantic catalogue, the system retrieves data sources and services which are
linked to the identified concepts. Thanks to information which are in the semantic catalogue,
the system access to data of services and data sources. The information present in data is
added to the knowledge base as individual in the Assertional Box (Abox) according to the
controlled vocabulary of the Terminological Box (Tbox). The reasoner analyzes new
information related to the user query and provides an answer. This answer can be a display of
all information to support decision-making or a plan of activities or capacities which can
answer to a need.
According to [11], a semantic catalogue needs a set of ontologies which can be gathered in
four groups: general ontologies, specialized ontologies, spatial ontologies and temporal
ontologies. In our case, specialized ontologies correspond to different domains whose
information helps in the disaster management as meteorology, topography, infrastructure, etc.
Spatial ontologies contain the vocabulary to manage geographic data with its diversity of
format and diversity of information. Temporal ontologies allow the management of temporal
data and the management of temporal information as for example the order or the duration of
response activities. The general ontologies are ontologies which gather different elements of
different domains. It needs to have an ontology to describe links, constraints between the
different domains in order to explicit the meaning of each element in the controlled
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vocabulary (Tbox). The first general ontology is an ontology to describe the disaster
management. This ontology needs to describe links between actors, needs, capacities and the
disaster event. Another general ontology can be an ontology to describe data sources or an
ontology to describe a sensor as in [12]. When all ontologies are defined, it is needed to do a
mapping between the concepts in a same ontology and between the different ontologies
according to their measures of similarity [11].
Thanks to the controlled vocabulary offered by Tbox, different facts, information can be
saved in the knowledge base. These facts are gathered in the Abox. During the design of the
knowledge base, some elements are added in the Abox. When they are added the designer has
to take care of the consistency of the facts. However, facts can also be added during the
reasoning thanks to the inference process. In this case, two approaches can be possible. The
first approach is to save the new facts in another place than the knowledge base. This
approach is the monotonic inference; it guarantees the preservation of the consistency of the
knowledge base. The second approach is the non-monotonic inference. It consists to add new
facts in the knowledge base. The risk is to obtain an inconsistent knowledge base. However,
in [13], it is possible to find ways to manage this problem of non-monotonic inference and to
benefit thus, of the advantage of a non-monotonic inference. The advantage of the nonmonotonic inference is that it doesn't restrict the inference power contrary to the monotonic
inference [14].
The semantic catalogue is a triple store RDF where are stored the metadata of services and
other data sources [15]. The adding of metadata in the triple store is the first step of new data
source integration process. The next step is the analyze of these metadata to determine
concepts which will be linked to the knowledge base concepts. The result of this analyze is an
ontology mapping which allows the retrieval of data sources corresponding to knowledge
base concepts [11]. The reasoner is used in the two following processes: data analysis for
replying and integration of new data sources.
 The data analysis corresponds to infer the information added to the knowledge base
from data sources. The reasoner searches in the set of knowledge facts including new
facts what are the facts linked to user query concepts. According to the choice of the
user, the reasoner can return elements linked to user query concepts or apply some
rules to plan activities or match capacities and needs to support the decision-making
of the user.
 When a user query is formulated, the system uses an ontology mapping to retrieve
data sources and their data thanks to the semantic catalogue. But the issue is the
access of data sources limited to the content of semantic catalogue. In order to resolve
this limit, we can create an automatic extension of the semantic catalogue by
integrating new data sources. The majority of web services is described and
references in OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) catalogue or in a UDDI (Universal
Description, Discovery, and Integration). Therefore, when a concept found in the user
query is not linked to a data source, a process of research in OGC catalogue and
UDDI begins with the concept. For the research in OGC catalogue, a calculation of
semantic similarities can be applied between the concept and the content of metadata
[11] to retrieve web services related to the concept. For the research in UDDI, a rulebased method in [16] could be used to retrieve related web services. At the end, these
sets of data sources will be added in the semantic catalogue as explained previously.
4. Conclusion
Our researches focus on disaster management systems and how to improve them. The main
point of improvement corresponds to integrate heterogeneous data based on semantic
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technologies. The system is composed of three main components: a knowledge base which
provides a common vocabulary for managing different elements and contains heterogeneous
information, a semantic catalogue, which allows the integration of different data sources, and
a reasoner in order to analyze data and add new data sources in the semantic catalogue. The
dynamic extension of the semantic catalogue with new data sources offers a diversity of
information which allows a better situation assessment. The situation assessment is a key
element in disaster management. It supports the decision-making of the user. The decisionmaking support can be reinforced by the rule usage in order to provide a possible response to
the situation according to the policy of responders.
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